
Rotary hammer XGT®
HR006GZ
40Vx2 ROTARY HAMMER BL XGT
Cordless rotary hammer powered by two 40Vmax XGT Li-Ion batteries
Powerful Cordless Rotary Hammer delivers the power, speed, and run-time for
corded demands, without the cord. More than just a padded handle, AVT is an
internal counterbalance that uses air pressure to move counterweight pistons in
the opposite direction of the drive piston to actively reduce vibration. "Soft no-load"
function automatically reduces the speed of the motor when idling to help increase
tool life and performance. Extreme Protection Technology engineered to channel
away dust and water for increased durability. Auto Wireless Start Function
Connects to compatible dust extractor via Bluetooth. Dust extractor starts
automatically when the tool starts. Also dust extractor stops on its own when the
tool is in rest.
 

TECHNICAL

SPECIFICATIONS
IMPACT
IMPACT ENERGY
SOUND POWER LEVEL (LWA)
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL (LPA)
NOISE UNCERTAINTY (K FACTOR)
VIBRATION: CHISELLING
VIBRATION UNCERTAINTY (K FACTOR)
PRODUCT WEIGHT
PRODUCT DIMENSIONS (L X W X H):
NO LOAD SPEED
MAX. DRILLING DIAMETER IN CONCRETE
SIDE GRIP
VIBRATION LEVEL (3 AXES), IMPACT DRILLING
BRUSHLESS MOTOR
BATTERY PROTECTION
TOOL WEIGHT WITH BATTERY (EPTA)
NOMINAL BATTERY VOLTAGE
VIBRATION LEVEL (3 AXES), DRILLING
VOLTAGE XGT

1,100 - 2,250 min?¹
21,4 J
109 dB(A)
98 dB(A)
3 dB(A)
7,2 m/s²
1,5 m/s²
12,9 - 14,3 kg
610 x 140 x 337 mm
150 - 310 min?¹
52 mm
Yes
8,2 m/s²
Yes
Yes
12,9 - 14,3 kg
2 x 40 V
8,2 m/s²
Yes

USER BENEFITS
Active Feedback sensing Technology (AFT) turns the motor off if bit rotation is suddenly forced to stop
Anti-Vibration Technology (AVT) is a synchronized, three-component system that more effectively reduces vibration
Auto-start Wireless System (AWS) connects to compatible vacuum cleaners with Bluetooth
Twin LED lights with preglow and afterglow functions for better illumination and more accurate work eXtreme
Protection Technology (XPT) is engineered for improved dust and water resistance for operation in harsh conditions
Depth gauge for increased drilling consistency
Torque limiting clutch engineered to minimize gear damage by automatically disengaging gears if the bit binds

Link to Product page - https://makitauae.com/product/rotary-hammer-hr006gz/

Disclaimer: Information contained in this leaflet are UAE specific and to be used only as a guide
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